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The Challenge

The destination marketing organization for 
Banff and Lake Louise needed an impactful 
but cost-effective way to promote the Banff 
Craft Beer Festival. With the event in its second 
year, this campaign was designed to raise 
awareness of “The World’s Most Beautiful 
Beer Festival” to beer and travel enthusiasts in 
British Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan.

our solution

Pressboard designed an efficient content 
campaign that generated three unique 
pieces of branded content. All content 
was commissioned through Pressboard’s 
marketplace and published natively on regional 
and national publishers that were carefully 
selected to reach the festival’s target audience. 
The branded stories highlighted the best 
reasons to visit the Banff Craft Beer Festival 
and were well-received by readers.



All stories were presented by Banff 
& Lake Louise Tourism

Branded footer and footer image 
accompanied each story

3 reasons why you need to be at 
the Banff Craft Beer Festival
Nov 8, 2016

Alberta’s beer industry will be quieting down 
for the winter – while snow falls on the malt 
barley fields and local beers ferment in their 
tanks – but that doesn’t mean its fans will 
follow suit. Our coldest season actually...

The World’s Most Beautiful Beer 
Festival is Happening Here in 
Alberta!
Jun 29, 2016

Thirsty for a little adventure – and a lot of 
incredible craft beer? Well you’re in luck 
because the self-proclaimed “world’s most 
beautiful beer festival” is taking place...

Nov 9, 2016

Drinking craft beer is already enjoyable, but 
drinking it in one of the most majestic 
places on earth – The Canadian Rockies – 
is even better. Dubbed “the world’s most...

You can now drink craft beer at
the world’s most beautiful beer
festival

Campaign exceeded 
targets, providing 

over $10,000 in added 
value for Banff & Lake 

Louise Tourism.

Readers expressed 
intent by clicking 
through from the 

stories to the client’s 
landing page at 

almost 2x the average 
conversion rate.

High social impact as 
readers shared the 

stories and expressed 
interest in comment 

sections.
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